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Q What is the purpose of the IBM Security Services Alliance Program? 

A The purpose of the Program is to accelerate mutual pipeline development with a select set of 
Program partner “Participants” whose technology has been incorporated into an IBM Security 

Services Offering “IBM Services Offering” either as a tool to help deliver the IBM Services Offering or 
as a base component of the IBM Services Offering.

Q What is an IBM Security Services Alliance Program “Participant”? 

A A Participant is a partner who has been invited to participate in the Program and has also signed 
the Program contract.

Q How is the Program structured? 

A The Program has three tiers: Platinum, Gold, and Silver. The level of requirements, prerequisites, 
and benefits correspond to the tier. More information about the Program can be found here: 

https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance

Q Will there be other Participants with similar or competing technologies within the Program? 

A Yes, there will be other Participants with similar technologies in the Program. 

Q What is the difference between an IBM Security Technology Alliance Partner and being a 
Participant in this Program?

A Technology Alliance Partners have a purpose-built integration with an IBM Security offering 
while Participant’s in this Program provide technology which IBM Security Services has 

incorporated into an IBM Security Services Offering.  

Q Can Participants participate in other programs at IBM, including the IBM Security 
Technology Alliance Program?

A Yes, an organization can be a partner of multiple programs both within IBM Security and across 
IBM in general. 

Alliance Program Overview

https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance 
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Q Where will the Program Guide be available for review? 

A The Program Guide is available at: https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance 

Q How do partners join the Program? 

A The IBM Security Services Alliance Program is by invitation only and Participants need to meet 
all of the prerequisites and requirements to be invited.

Q Is there a cost associated with joining the Program? 

A There is no cost to join the Program. However, Participants may incur cost associated with the 
IBM Service Offering development. For instance, Participants will be required to provide free 

equipment for testing and integration purposes, free training for sales and delivery personnel, and 
free sales support for teams working on Qualified Leads.

Alliance Program Overview, continued

https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance 
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Q What are the qualifications to join the IBM Security Services Alliance Program? 

A Each Participant must meet the prerequisites and requirements to be invited to participate in 
the Program. The Program Guide, found at https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance, details the Program 

tiers, prerequisites, requirements, and benefits.

Q How is the Participant’s Program tier determined? 

A The IBM Security Services Alliance Program has three tiers: Platinum, Gold, and Silver. The 
level of requirements, prerequisites, and benefits correspond to the tier. Participants invited 

to participate in the Program will be assigned a tier based on their performance against the 
prerequisites and requirements. 

Q How often will my status be assessed within the Program? 

A All Participants will be evaluated each quarter against their tier’s prerequisites and 
requirements to identify and remediate problems prior to year-end. In January the Participants 

prior year’s performance will be evaluated against their tier’s annual requirements. 

Q Can a Participant’s status go up in the middle of the year? 

A No, each Participant’s status will be assessed each calendar year to determine their new 
Program tier.

Q What happens if the Participant does not achieve all the requirements for their tier? 

A If a Participant does not achieve all the requirements for their tier, the Participant will be moved 
to the appropriate tier of the program. 

Q How is pipeline tracked?  

A IBM tracks Security Services pipeline in our CRM system and via other operational processes. 

Q What if a Participant disagrees with IBM’s calculated pipeline forecast? 

A If there is any ambiguity between IBM and the Participant’s pipeline forecast, the Participant 
should raise the issue with their designated IBM Security Services Alliance Manager to first 

identify root causes of the discrepancy and then to establish a remediation plan. IBM Security 
Services expects Participant’s and IBM Security Services’ Alliance Managers to meet monthly to 
review pipeline to ensure that the joint view is aligned. 

Prerequisites and Requirements

https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance
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Q How is attainment against the financial targets calculated? 

A The financial target is solely the IBM Security Services Aggregate Total Contract Value of 
Qualified Leads in IBM’s CRM system attributed to the IBM Security Services relationship with 

that Participant. The Program Guide, found at https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance, contains greater detail 
regarding the definitions and calculations.

Q If IBM Security Services is performing services for a customer but the customer obtains the 
Participant’s technology from another source, will the value of the IBM Security Services 

count towards the required Program attainment? 

A Yes, so long as the IBM Security Services opportunity has been properly tagged to the 
Participant in the IBM CRM system.

Q What are some of the criteria for Program consideration? 

A The criteria includes: sales success in the form of pipeline, a signed Procurement Agreement, 
participation in a launched IBM Services Offering, and training completed for sales and delivery 

resources. A complete checklist is referenced in the Onboarding section of this document.

Prerequisites and Requirements, continued

https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance
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Q What are the benefits of becoming a Participant? 

A There are three categories of Benefits: Governance, Offering Management, and Marketing and 
Business Development. Benefits include being connected to the industry’s broadest portfolio of 

consulting and global managed security services, giving a wider reach to the Participant’s solutions. 
Participants in the program will also have a listing in the IBM Security Services partner directory, 
once deployed. Benefits are directly correlated to the Participant’s tier in the Program.

Q Do all Participants in the Program have an executive sponsor? 

A Platinum and Gold tiered Participants are eligible for IBM executive sponsorship. 

Q Can Participant’s select their own IBM executive sponsor? 

A IBM executive sponsors are assigned by IBM Security Services. 

Q How often do the Participant and IBM executive sponsors meet? 

A The two party’s Alliance Managers will coordinate executive business reviews for the IBM and 
Participant leadership teams based on the Participant’s tier on the Program.

Q When are the Alliance Manager resources assigned to the relationship with the Participant? 

A When the Participant meets all of the prerequisites, requirements, and is invited to participate in 
the Program.

Q What is meant by a workshop in the Benefits section? 

A A workshop is similar partner advisory council or working session where IBM organizes a forum 
of Participants to solicit feedback to improve our Program and related alliance processes.

Benefits
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Q What if a Participant wants additional marketing support beyond what is outlined in the 
Program Guide?

A Marketing requests beyond what is identified in the Program Guide will be reviewed on a case-
by-case basis and is often dependent upon resourcing.

Q What can Participants do to inform their customers that they are a Participant in this 
Program? 

A Participants may direct their customers to their listing on the IBM Security Services Alliance 
Program directory when deployed to let them know about Program participation. Participants 

can also use the IBM Security logo, in accordance with the Bilateral Logo Usage Agreement, on their 
own website.

Q Where can potential Participants find the Bilateral Logo Usage Agreement? 

A The Bilateral Logo Usage Agreement is part of the Agreement that each Participant signs to 
participate in the Program.

Marketing

Q How will IBM Security Services notify me that I could be a Participant in the Program? 

A IBM Security Services will notify the prospective Participant’s Alliance Manager. 

Q How do prospective Participants learn about the Program structure, prerequisites, 
requirements, and benefits? 

A An individual from the IBM Security Services Alliance Program team will explain the Program 
structure, prerequisites, requirements, and benefits to prospective Participants. Note that the 

IBM Security Services individual walking the prospective Participant through the Program may not 
actually be the ultimate IBM Security Services Alliance Manager assigned to the Participant.

Q Is there an onboarding checklist? 

A Yes, there is an onboarding checklist and it can be found on the following website:  
https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance

Onboarding

https://ibm.biz/servicesalliance
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Q What is the difference between the Procurement Agreement and the Agreement which a 
Participant signs in order to participate in this Program?

A The Procurement Agreement enables IBM to either resell a partner’s technology as part of 
an IBM Services Offering or make use of that partner’s technology to facilitate the delivery of 

the IBM Services Offering. The Agreement which a Participant signs in order to participate in this 
Program is a structured approach to accelerate mutual pipeline and customer success.   

Q What happens if a Participant does not sign the Agreement? 

A If a Participant does not sign the Program Agreement, the partner may still be able to transact 
business with IBM under the Procurement Agreement but will not be eligible for the Program 

benefits.

Q Is the Program Agreement negotiable? 

A The Program Agreement must be signed as is for participation in the program.    

Q Will IBM make use of Participant’s deal registration programs? 

A Yes, a deal registration program is a pre-requisite of the Program.  

Q Who can the prospective Participant contact for more questions on the Program and related 
processes?

A Prospective Program Participants can send messages to the following e-mail address and one 
of the IBM Alliance Managers will respond: IBM Security Services Alliance Program

Q What if a Participant no longer wants to participate in the Program? 

A Either party can execute the termination clause in the Agreement at any time.  

Q How will Program Guide updates be announced? 

A Program Guide updates will be communicated thirty (30) days in advance to the Participant’s 
Alliance Managers and will be posted on the website.

Program Agreement, Procurement, and Deal Registration
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